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ABSTRACT 

The description of telephone traffic by channel occupancies 
leads, in a situation of repeated overflows, to complic
ated equations for the joint distribution of the numbers 
of occupied channels at the different stages involved. 
We employ a prescription through the times separating con
secutive calls in the traffic stream, which enables com
pound systems to be considered piecemeal. Some specific 
formulae are derived generalising known formulae and some 
general questions considered through this approach. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The second and subsequent overflow traffics resulting from 
a first-routed Poisson stream of calls has a non-random 
character, which produces difficulties in the analysis of 
stochastic teletraffic systems involving sequential over
flows. This problem is compounded by a frequent need to 
treat not merely simple overflows but pooled overflows 
resulting from more than one group of channels. Such 
difficulties are set aside in practice by Wilkinson's 
"equivalent random" method in which the traffic: un~er con
sideration at any stage is replaced by a traff~c w~th the 
same mean and variance which is the first overflow result
ing from the input of a Poisson stream to some group of 
trunks (Ref. 1). However no theoretical validation of the 
robustness of this technique for compound systems appears 
to exist. An exact analysis of the first overflow traffic 
arising from a Poisson stream is given by Riordan's appen
dix (Ref. 1), and is used as the basis of the equivalent 
random method but no general extension to subsequent 
overflows is known to the authors. This and more complic
ated questions such as the relative overflows resulting 
from pooled non-random traffic appear with a few except
ions to be completely unresolved. 

As overflow traffic is non-random, the evolution with time 
of the distribution 0:' the number of busy channels at some 
point of a system ~rom an a~bitrary instant depends not 
only on the number of calls present but also on the time 
since the advent of the last call; the system has memory. 
The lack of memory property can be recovered for an 
arbitrary instant only at the cost of incorporating fur
ther information via the joint distribution of the number 
of busy channels at all previous stages, leading,to ~ery 
complicated equations. Our point of departure l~es ~n 
specifying the stream not by channel occupancy but , 
through the times separating the advents of success~ve 
calls in the stream. The times separating successive 
calls in an overflow are independently and identically 
distributed if the input has this property, as is clear 
from general considerations or our subsequent analysis. 
The description of inter-event times for such a renewal 
stream is particularly simple, requiring but a single 
distribution function. The specification is more complic
ated if at some stage non-random renewal streams are 
pooled, and for the present we shall not consider that 
possibility. 

Our present object is to provide a theoretical tool use
ful in the exact analysis of tandem systems with repeated 
overflows. Our approach is based on the determination of 
the overflow inter-event time distribution G(t) corresp
onding to an input distribution function F(t) (and some 
given number of channels). This enables tandem systems 
with iterated overflows to be tackled piecemeal, relating 
each stage only to the immediately preceding one, once we 
have found expressjons for the traffic induced by a given 
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G in a set of N channels. 
determine G in terms of F. 

In the following section we 
The c '.:-nventional channel 

occupancy measure of traffic is then related to our G, as 
is the actual traffic carried by a finite set of channels. 
With this basic machinery in hand we finally address our
selves briefly to some general questions involving over
flow traffic. 

The description of a stream of calls by an inter-event 
time distribution function is standard in queueing theory 
and our basic formulae relating to the carried traffic at 
a single stage and connecting input and 0UtPUt streams 
have already been given by Tak~cs in connection with the 
G/M/N and G/M/oo queueing systems. Our basic formulae for 
the ~j and q1 and for $(s) in terms of ~(s) are thus cer
taintly not ~ew. However, since we are aiming at a 
unified methodology and have, we believe, a very simple 
treatment, we have seen fit to prove all our results ab 
&~itio. We wish to demonstrate how the repeated use of a 
single technique suffices for the derivatio!, of all our 
bas ; l ' machinery. We wish also to use certair, subsidiary 
result~, and Tak~cs' treatment differs from ours in its 
detail. We adopt without further comment the standard 
assumption of negative exponential channel holding times, 
and denote the mean holding time by l/u. 

2. RELATION BETWEEN F AND G 

Consider an input stream with inter-event time distribut
ion function F(t) offered to a group of N channels. For 
o S n < N represent by f (t) the distribution function for 
the time separating 'an eBoch when a call joins the group 
of N channels to find n trunks already occupied and the 
instan~ of the first subsequent overflow. Then 

where we interpret f (t) as o(t-O). If we write f *(s) 
for the Laplace-Stie~tjes transform of f (t), thatnis 

n 

Re s>, 0, 

then we can express these equations for n = O.l, .. ,N-l as 

f*(s)=~+l Jooe-st(n+l)(l_e-ut)n+l-je-jutdF(t)f*(s), (1) 
n J=o 0 j j 

for Osn<N and Re s>,O. The solution to these equations is 
the same as that of the corresponding unrestricted set (2) 
for which Osn<oo and there is an imposed supplementary 
condition fN*(s) = 1. To solve these equations, define 
the formal generating function 

f*(z) 

Then on taking generating functions in (2) we have form
ally, after an interchange of orders of summation 

f*(z)=E l~j(s)ij E /ooe-stzr-l(r+j) (l_e-ut)re-ujtdF(t) 
J= r=o 0 r 

+ f*(s)/ooe-st(l_e-ut)exp(z(l_e-ut»dF(t) 
o 0 

Jooe-st d/dz[f*(ze-ut)exp(z(l-e-ut)]dF(t) • 
o 

If we set 

(3) 

with a formal series expansion k(Z)=~=okn(S)Zn/n!, then 
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so that on expanding and equating like powers of z we have 

Thus 
kn(S) = ko(S) ~=l[l-~(S+(j-l)~)/~(s+j~), (4) 

and finally the f~ may be recovered by inverting (3) as 

f*(s) = ~ (nj)k . (S) . 
n ;)=0 J 

The undetermined multiplier k (s) is fixed by the supple
mentary condition. In particfilar, we derive 

fN* l(s) = [~-l (N-l)k (s)]/[~ (N)k (s)], Re s~O, 
- r r r r r=o r=o 

and without loss of generality we may take k (s) = 1 in 
(4) for the purpose of evaluating this expre~sion. We 
observe that for s = 0, f*(z) becomes e

Z 
and k(z)=l, so 

that k (0) = 0 . The above solution can be verified post 
hoc bynsubstitn~ion in the original equations (1). 

The point of the above gymnastics is as follows: the sep
aration of consecutive overflows from the group of channels 
is the time between two consecutive epochs at which an 
arriving call finds all N channels occupied, and so has 
distribution function G(t) given by 

N 
G(t)=E (N)ft(l_e-~y)N-je-~jYf (t-y)dF(y). 

j=o 0 j 
But this is precisely the expression we have given for 
fN_1(t), as is reasonable physically, since after the 
arr1val of one more call the full set of channels and that 
with N-l calls become indistinguishable (except for the 
overflowing call). Thus the overflow distribution funct
ion G(t) has Laplace-Stieltjes transform 

N-l N 1 N N 
~(s) = [E (~)kr(S)]/[E (r)kr(S)], Re s~O, (5) 

r=o r=o 
where the k can be evaluated by (4) with k (s) taken as 
unity. Thi~ gives ~(s) in terms of ~(s). 0 

3. CHANNEL OCCUPANCY DESCRIPTION OF G 

Suppose that a renewal stream of calls with inter-event 
time distribution function G(t) is presented t an infin
ite number of channels in parallel. The usual measure of 
the traffic carried by the stream is then the steady-state 
distribution {qj; j~O} in continuous time of the number of 
busy channels. The analysis is, however, most easily 
effected through the "imbedded chain" technique of queue
ing theory, whereby we find the steady-state distribution 
{n ; j~O} of the number of busy channels as found by an 
artiving call. The q-distribution is then found from the 
n-distribution. Unless G is negative exponential, the 
distributions n- and q- are in general different. In a 
practical context in which traffic is presented to a 
finite number N of channels, the overflow probability is 
clearly nN rather than qN so that the n-distribution is of 
some interest in its own right. In the common case of 
random offered traffic the result nN = qN holds, which has 
tended to obscure the distinction between the two distrib
utions. 

By considering the possible changes for the channels 
between two consecutive arrival instants, or directly 9Y 
an appeal to the fundamental ergodic theorem for Markov 
chains, we have for j ~ 1 

n = L n Joo(m+l)e-j~x(l_e-~x)m+l-jdG(X), 
j m=j-l m 0 j 

or, in terms of the probability generating function 

TT(Z)= 

n(z) = r. njzj, Izl ~ 1, 

n + J~=~[l+(z_l)e-~X]dG(x)_Joow(l_e-~X)dG(X)' 
o 0 0 

where w(z) = zn(z). Use of the normalising condition 
w(l)=l allows this expression to be simplified to 

Taking n-th derivatives at z = 1 then gives 
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(6) 

n(n)(l) = nn(n-l)(l)~(n~)/[l_~(n~), (7) 

so that as n(O)(l)=l, we have 

n(n) (l)/n! h , n ~ 0, (8) 
n 

where h = R-l ~(m~)/[l-~(m~)], n ~ 0, and we interpret 
the emp~y ~roduct h as unity. In the simple case where 
the stream is Poiss8n with parameter A, we have h =An/n!, 
where A = A/~. n(z) may be re~overed explicitlyn in 
terms of the binomial moments n\n'(l)/n! through the 
Taylor expansion 

n(z) = E (z_l)n n(n)(l)/n! 
n=o 

about centre z=l as n(z) = E (z-l)~, whence 
n=o n 

_ 00 ( )n- j n) 
nj - ~=j - 1 (j hn' j~O. 

The continuous tiroe q-distribution is easily accessible 
through the n-distribution. Analogously to (6) we have 

qj=E nj 1+ [fOOtdF(t)]-lfoodG(t)ft(j+m)e-j~x(l_e-~x)mdx 
m=o - moo 0 m 

for j~l. Taking generating functions and simplifying 8,S 
before through the normalising condition we find 

q(z)= [fOOtdG(t)]-lfoodG(t)ftw[l+(z_l)e-~x]dx 
000 

l+AI(z-l)~m_l/m, 

where A is the ratio of the arrival rate to the service 
rate. This gives tha~lthe mean traffic M = q'(l)= A, 
so that M = -[~~'(O)] Differentiation of (9) gives 
the relation 

q(n)(l)/n! = Ahn_l/n, n~l, (10) 

for the binomial moments of the queue distribution. Also 

(11) 

relating the moments of the q- and n-distributions. 
Finally, (9) gives 

00 ( )m- j m 
A ~=j -1 (j)hm_l/m, j~l, 

00 ( )m 1+ A ~=l -1 hm_l/m. 

Although the expressions for the n and q are not in 
finite form they lead to rapid con~ergent~ and so are 
convenient for calculation. Thus 

hn = hn_l~(n~)/[l-~(n~)] - hn_l~(n~) 

for n large, and ~(n~) decreases rapidly. For example 
~(n~) - l/n if .~ represents a negative exponential dis
tribution, and the h decrease at a rate comparable to 
the terms of an expoRential series. 

A number of other quantities of practical interest are 
easily derived in terms of our formalism. Thus the gen
erating function Q(z) for the steady-state probability 
of j or more channels being occupied is given by 

Q(Z)=q(Z)+[l-q(Z»)/(l-Z)=l+A[l+E_l(Z-l)m{h l/m+h /(m+l)}] 
m- m- m 

Thusi the probabilities {Q1; j~O} are derived from the qj 
simply by replacing hm_l/m by hm_l/m + hm/(m+l). 

The explicit forms for the n- and q- distributions show 
that knowledge of either prescribes ~(n~) for each n~l 
(also $'(0) in the case of q). (B,cause of the monotone 
properties of the derivatives ~ m (s) for real s this 
means that the ·shape of the function I/I(s) is fairly 
tightly prescribed, so that for practical purposes there 
is only one distribution function G for the times separ
ating successive calls that can result in a given observ
ed traffic. 

4. BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAFFIC 

A number of conclusions concerning traffic can be drawn 
from the results of the last section without use being 
made of any special assumption as to the nature of the 
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inter-event time distribution G. Denote by m, v the mean 
and variance ~f the distribution G. Since m = -$'(0) and 
M = -[~$'(O)) , the mean traffic M is inversely proport
ional to the expected time between calls, that is, M is 
proportional to the intensity of the stream. We are so 
accustomed to thinking of channel occupancy as the way of 
measuring traffic that this may appear tautological. 
However, a theorem is implicit here: the mean number of 
channels occupied in an G/M/oo queueing system in the 
steady-state is equal to the ratio A of the mean arrival 
rate to the mean service rate. In other words, we have 
the result M = A of the last section. 

Let us now turn our attention to second moments. S~nce 

q"(l) = Mh
l

, the variance V = q"(l)+q'(l)-[q'(l)) of 
the traffic is given by 

which is a version of the well-known Molina-Nyquist 
relation 

V = M[l-M+A/(N+l+M-A)), 

(12) 

giving the variance V of overflow traffic arising from a 
Poisson traffic of A erlangs offered to N channels (see 
Riordan's appendix to Ref. 1). In that case ~(S)=A/(A+S) 
and k (~) = n!(A+n+l)/[An(A+l)), n~O, where A = A/~. Thus 
for tile overflow 

N-l N 
[E (N-l)k (~))/[E (N-~)k (~)) 
r=o r r r=l r- r 
N N N-l 

=[A E Am/m!]/[(N+l)E Am/m! AE Am/m!] 
m=o m=o r=o 

A/(N+l+M-A) 

by Erlang's loss formula, agreeing with the Molina-Nyquist 
formula. Our formula (12) is more general, holding for 
an arbitrary initial renewal stream of calls or the 
resultant traffi ,' :'rom such a stream at any stage of a 
tandem sequence 0: overflows. Similar formulae can be 
derived readily relating to higher moments of such traffic. 
(12) can alsc be written in the form V=M[l-M+M*), where M* 
is the mean of the n-distribution . 

Relation (12) may be given an intuitive interpretation . 
Roughly speaking, ~or a given value of t-l (or equivalently 
of m or W'(O)), the expression W (~)/(l-W( ~)) wil12be large 
when JIi" is large , since W(O) = 1. As WIt (0) = m +v and 
WIt is monotone decreasing for a positive argument, this in 
turn corresponds to large v. Thus, roughly speaking, for 
a fixed mean traffic the variance V of the traffic is 
large when the variance v of the inter-event times in the 
stream of arriving calls is large . 

5. CARRIED TRAFFIC IN TERMS OF G 

In the spirit of Section 3, imagine a stream of calls 
characterised by distribution function G offered to N 
channels in parallel and let {n ; O~j~N}, {q ; O~j~N} 
represent respectively the imbeJded chain and continuous 
time distributions in the steady-state for the number of 
busy channels induced. Then for O<j~N 

1I-1 
n = E n foo(m+l)e-j~x(l_e-~x)m+l-jdG(x) 

j m=j-l m 0 j 

OO(N) -j~x( -~x)N-j () + nN fo j e l-e dG x . 
N 

In terms of the generating function n(z)=E njzj these 
relations may be expressed as j=o 

n(z)=fooW[l+(z_l)e-~X)dG(x)_nNfoo(z_l)e-~X[l+(z_l)e-~X]NdG(x) 
o 0 

where as before w(z)= zn(z) and we have used the normalis
ing condition n(l)=l. Analogously to (7) we have 

n(n)(l)/n!=[n(n-l)(l)/(n-l)!]w(n~)/(l-w(n~)) 
N 

- nN(n_l)w(n~)/(l-w(n~)), 

whence 
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n-l 
n(n)(l)/n! = h [l-n E (N)h-11. 

n N m m 
( ) m=o 

Since ,n N (l)/N! = nN' we have for the probability of loss 
N 

= [ (N) -1)-1 nN E m hm . 
m=o 

In the case where G is negative exponential with parameter 
A this reduces to 

N 
nN = (AN/N!)/[E Ar/r!), 

r=o 
with A = A/~, which is just the Erlang loss formula used 
in the previous section. An explicit expression for n(z) 
follows from the Taylor series 

N 
n(z) = E (z_l)n n(n)(l)/n!. 

n=o 

The q-distribution may be found from the relations 
N-l 

q =E n [fOOtdG(t)]-lfoodG(t)ft(m+l)e-j~x(l_e-~x)m+l-jdx 
j m=j-l moo 0 j 

+ n [fOOtdG(t)]-lfoodG(t)ft(N)e-j~x(l_e-~x)N-jdx 
N 0 0 0 j 

which holds for 0 <j ~N. This leads to the generating 
function 

q(z)=[fOOtdG(t)]-lfoodG(t)ftw[l+(z_l)e-~x)dx 
000 

-nN[fOOtdG(t))-lfoodG(t)ft(z_l)e-~X[l+(z_l)e-~X)Ndx 
000 

1 + A ~ (z-l)n[n(n)(l)/n!)[l-$(n~))/(nw(n~)), 
n=l 

where A [~fOOtdG(t))-l is the mean offered traffic. We 
deduce in par£icular that 

q(n)(l)=A[n(n-l)(l)_n (N) ) n>O. (14) 
N n-l' 

The mean carried traffic M = q'(l) is thus given by 

as we would expect. Equations (13) and (15) give a 
general version of the standard Erlang loss formula. 

The formulae of this section give rise to various 
"carried traffic" analogues of the ordinary traffic form
ulae of the last section. (14) and (15) are of course 
analogues to (11) and the relation M=A of Section 3. 
With second moments we have 

V q"(l)+q' (l)-[q' (1)]2 

A[hl -nN(h
l

+N)]+M-M
2 

M[l-M+hl-NnN/(l-nN))· 

We note that 

N N -1 -1 N N -1 
NnN/(l-nN)=N/[E ( )h ]=N/[Nhl +E ( )h ) ~ hI' 

m=l m m m=2 m m 
with equality only for N=l. Thus V ~ M[l-M), with 
equality only for N=l. It can be seen that NnN/(l-~N) 
decreases monotonically with increasing N. 

6. OVERFLOW TRAFFIC FORMULAE 

We now continue the results of Section 4 with the addit
ional requirement that the distribution G arise specific
ally as overflow from a set of N channels of a stream 
characterised by some distribution function F. We begin 
with the basic relation (5), which because of kr(O)=or(O) 
leads to 

N-l ,N N 
w'(O)=E (N-I)k (O)-E (N)k'(O)=_E (N-I)k'(O). 

r=o r r r=o r r r=l r -l r 
r 

Likewise k (s) = IT [l-~(s+(j-l)~I)]/~(s+j~) with ~(O)=l 
r j=J 

provides 
r 

k;(O) = -[~'(O)/~(~))rr [l-~«j-l)~))/~(j~), r>O, 
j=2 
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where again we interpret the empty product as unity. Hence 

k~(O) -k l(~)~'(O)/~(~) 
r - N-l 

~'(O) [~'(O)/~(~)]E (N-l)k (~). (16) 
r r r=o 

For each r k (~)/~(~) is, for fixed ~'(O) (and ~(O)=l) 
a monotone decfeasing function of~. Arguing as for ~ in 
Section 4, we see that for fixed ~'(O), the RHS of (16) is 
small when ~"(O) is large, that is, when the distribution 
given by F ha~la large variance. Hence the mean traffic 
M = -[ ~~ '(O)] is increased, for a fixed mean traffic in 
the F-stream, by increases in the variance of inter-event 
times in that stream. This is as one might expect. It 
is also apparent that in general the mean overflow traffic 
depends on higher characteristics of the input stream than 
just its mean and variance. This makes it implausible 
that simple relations analogous to those of Olsson (Ref. 3) 
will hold except perhaps for specific forms of input 
stream which can be completely characterised by a small 
number of parameters. Signal amongst such possibilities 
is the Poisson stream , described by a single parameter. 
We look at this possibility more closely in Section 7. 

The special properties of the k's allow for a convenient 
representation of higher order overflows in terms of the 
distribution function of the initially offered traffic 
stream and the numbers of channels at each stage. Thus 
suppose an input stream F overflows from Nl channels and 
the overflow itself overflows from N2 secondary channels 
to give traffic characterised by ~(2)(s). Suppose k(2)r 
stands to ~(2) as does kr to~. Directly from (4) 

kr+l(s+(m-l)~)=kr(s+m~)[l-~(s+(m-l)~)]/~(s+m~), 

so that 
Nl N 1 Nl-l Nl-l 
E (1-) kr(s+(j-l)~)=[E ( )kr(S+j~)] 
r=l r-l r=o r 

Thus 

Nl Nl-l 
E ( )kr(s+(j-l)~) 
r=l r-l 

r=o 

x 

and 

N -1 
El 
r=o 

r=o 

Nl Nl 
E ( )kr(s+(j-l)~) 
r=o r 

x 

N 
( l)k (5)] 

r r r=o r 
N N N 
l)k + (s))/[El ( 1) k (s). 

m r r r r r=o 

Therefore 

N2-1 Nl N -1 N 
E E (2 )( l)k (s) 

m r m+r 
m=o r=o 

N2 Nl N N 
E E ( 2)( l)k (s) 

m r m+r m=o r=o 

a strikingly simple generalisation of (5). We derive 
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the second overflow version of (16). This formula is 
convenient for determining the mean traffic 

after the second overflow. The corresponding formula for 
the variance V is 

These various formulae extend to n-th iterated overflows 
in an obvious way. 

7. GENERAL RESULTS 

Although our formulae are designed for specific calcul
ations, their generality enables us to consider a number 
of broader questions, especially those of an existence 
type, which would be much less accessible with other 
approaches. We consider four such examples in this 
section. 

7.1 NEGATIVE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 

Although its applicability is known to be only approximate 
the negative binomial distribution has often been used to 
describe overflow traffic. The appeal of this distrib
ution is multiple, residing in its simplicity, the fact 
that it gives V > M, and in that its use can be justified 
by a plausible heuristic involving birth coefficients. 
In view of these strengths, it would be interesting to 
know the nature of a traffic stream (perhaps itself an 
overflow) whose overflow was exactly negative binomial. 
Unfortunately we can see as follows that there is no such 
stream: 

From (10), we have that for any traffic 

[q(n+l)(l)/(n+l)!]/[q(n)(l)/n!] 

= (hn/hn_l)n/(n+l) =[~(n~)/(l-~(n~))]n/(n+l) + 0 as n+oo. 

For the negative binomial distribution, we have 

q(z) [(l-q)/(l-qz) ]m 

for some m, so that 

[q(n+l)(1)/(n+l)!1/[q(n)(1)/n!]=[(m+n)/(n+l)](1-q)/q 

which does not tend to 0 as n tends to ~, giving the 
required contradiction. Our argument indicates that the 
reason for this failure is that the negative binomial 
distribution contains too much probability in its tail. 
This suggests that its practical use is fail-safe in that 
it may be expected to over-estimate the probability of 
high channel occupancy. 

7.2 ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR 

It might be supposed that although successive overflow 
streams become less intense, repeated overflowing results 
in some stable asymptotic functional form for the 
structure of the overflow stream, that is, a functional 
form which occurs with both the offered stream and the 
overflow. Such a stream would be of considerable interest 
in modelling compound teletraffic systems. 

Most simply we can try allowing for the intensity reduct
ion by positing a simple time dilatation, so that 
G(x) = F(ax) with O<a<l. Thus 

~(s) = <p(s/a). 
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Consider the simplest case N 
from a single channel. Then 

Thus 

1, that is, of overflow 

and as ~ is strictly monotone decreasing for positive 
arguments, we have 

for s positive. But the strict monotonicity of x/Cl-x) 
and ~ now leads to 

s+~ > s/a > s, 

which clearly cannot hold identically for s > 0, a 
contradiction. A similar objection occurs if we try to 
allow for a superimposed shift of origin. 

More generally, with an arbitrary N, we have asymptotic
ally for large positive s 

~(s) ~ ~_l{s)/~{s) ~ ~(s+N~), 

so that by (17) 

~(s/a)/~{s+N~) + 1 as s + +~ . 

This can be seen to be incompatible with the possible 
behaviour of G{t) at the origin. 

Essentially equivalent objections arise if we allow 
slowing of the service rate at the second stage to a~ 
but require agreement only of the channel occupancies' 
measure of the traffics given by F and G. Our formulae 
(10) for the q-distribution then give ~'(O)=a~'{O) and 
~(n~) = ~(na~) for all n~l, leading to the same difficult
ies. This points to a continuing structural change in 
the form of traffic with successive overflows, as might 
have been foreseen by our earlier observation that the 
variance and higher characteristics of offered traffic 
affect the mean of the overflow. 

7.3 V > M 

While it is well known that the traffic resulting from 
the overflow of an offered Poisson stream has V > M, we 
may note that this property does not hold invariably for 
all forms of input. Arguing intuitively, we expect that 
when the intensity of the input stream is sufficiently 
high overflowing will not appreciably increase the var
iance of the offered traffic and the overflow stream will 
appear much like the input stream. Since for a given 
value M, V increases with the variance of the distribution 
G, we would expect that V < M might occur for all input 
streams of sufficiently high intensity and low variance 
for the distribution F. This heuristic can be substant
iated analytically. 

For traffic of sufficiently high intensity ~(j~)~ 1 for 
j = 1, .. , N+l, so that we have (to second order) 

M ~ -~(~)/[~~'{O)[l+{N-l)kl{~)]] , 

~(~)/[l-~{~)] ~ [1+{N-l)kl{~)]/[kl{~)+{N-l)k2{~o/]: 

In the extreme case of least variance when successive 
arrival instants in the offered stream have constant 
separation d, ~(s) = exp (-sd). For heavy traffic 
~d ~ 0 and the expressions above become (to second order) 

M ~ (l-N~d)/{~d), 

~(~)/(l-~(~)) ~ [1-(N+l/2)~d]/(~d), 

so that by (12) V ~ M/2 to first order. Thus V < M is 
theoretically possible. 

7.4 A CONJECTURE OF OLSSON 

Although it is not our intention in this paper to treat 
the very difficult problem of pooled traffic, we consider 
one simple situat ion involving pooled traffic as our 
results show that a putative formula of Olsson cannot be 
sustained except, perhaps, under restrictive conditions. 
Olsson's result (Ref. 4) states that if n streams of 
traffic characterised by means and variances M., V. 
(i = 1, 2, .. ,n) are jointly offered to a set of ch~nnels, 
then the means of the overflow tra~fics are in the pro
portion of the quantities Vi+Mi/Vi . 

Consider the case of n Poisson streams, characterised by 
parameters A., feeding into a common set of channels. By 
the lack of ffiemory property of a Poisson stream, each call 
of the aggregate stream (itself Poisson with parameter 
A =EA.) has the same probability p.=A./A of having arisen 
from §tream i. Since the overflow1do~s not distinguish 
between the origins of the calls, the same property will 
hold for each successive overflow. Hence in particular 
the mean overflow intensities and hence the mean traffics 
will be in the proportion of the original input intensit
ies A .. This conflicts with Olsson's formula, which for 
POiss6n streams reduces to overflow means being proport
ional to Ai + l/A i . 

Less trivially, suppose that after one or more overflows 
the distribution function for the aggregate stream is 
G{x). Then the inter-event times for the overflows from 
stream i will be 

PiG(X)+Pi{1-Pi)G(2){X)+Pi{1-Pi)G(3)(X)+ .. , 

where G(m){x) is the m-th convolution of G{x). The 
corresponding Laplace-Stieltjes transform ~.(s) can be 
expressed in terms of the transform ~(s) foP the aggregate 
stream as 

~.(s) = p.~{s)E [(l-p.)~{s)]m=p.~{s)/[l-{l-p.)~{s)]. 1 1 111 m=o 
This is readily seen to give ~!(O)=p~l~,{O), so that the 
corresponding mean traffic 1 1 

M. = _[~~!{O)]-l = -p./[~~,{o)], 
111 

and the mean traffics are as the A., as we saw above. 
However, our formula for ~.(s) enafiles us to derive 
corresponding results for Eigher moments. Thus for the 
variances we have 

which evaluates to give for the first overflow 

where M EM .. This formula has been found by alternat
ive means by1Wilson (Ref. 4) and our method extends to a 
number of other cases. Thus if the holding times are 
different for the different input streams (reflecting, 
perhaps, differential cost factors for calls from diff
erent origins) the mean traffics M. are proportional to 
A./~. , and the V. are given by 1 
111 

8. SUMMARY 

By measuring teletraffic streams by the times separating 
consecutive calls rather than by the number of busy 
channels induced in an infinite set by the calls, it is 
possible to analyse stochastic behaviour in compound 
teletraffic networks piecemeal, considering traffic at 
each stage separately without reference to previous 
stages. The basis of the technique is the explicit 
characterisation of an overflow stream in terms of the 
offered stream and the number of channels to which the 
traffic is offered. Actual channel occupancy probabil
ties are then calculated from the speCification of the 
relevant stream of calls using methods of queueing theory . 

Generalisations were derived for the standard expressions 
for the mean and variance of the overflow traffic from a 
set of channels. The results derived hold for arbitrary 
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non-random renewal streams of calls and after an arbitrary 
number of sequential overflows. 

The generality and simplicity of the approach were 
illustrated by consideration of four general questions: 
the possibility of exactly negative binomial overflow 
traffic, the asymptotic behaviour of overflow streams, 
the possibility of the mean overflow traffic exceeding 
the variance, and Olsson's conjecture. 
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Addendum 

ADDENDUM TO PAPER 421 

(C.E.M. Pearce and R.M. Potter) 

SOME FORMULAE OLD AND NEW FOR OVERFLOW 

TRAiFIC IN TELEPHONY 

SOME FORMULAE OLD AND NEW FOR OVERFLOW TRAFFIC IN 
TELEPHONY 

The form of "Olsson's conjecture" given in section 7.4 
perpetuates ' an inadvertent slip made in Dr Pratt's 1967 
Report. The conjecture should read that the overflow 
traffics are in the proportion of the quantities 

Vi + Mi 2/ Vi , which can be seen to agree exactly with our 
analytical result for the case considered. 

In view of our respe'ct for Dr Olsson' s work, we should 
perhaps point out that when the paper was written we did 
not seriously entertain the view that this formula was 
intended for this context. The situation was finally 
clarified when the authors were able to meet Dr Olsson in 
Melbourne • 


